
Sidley  Adds  Transactional
Partners Idan Netser & Andrew
Harper in Palo Alto
Sidley  Continues  Expansion  in  Northern  California  With
Addition of Partners Idan Netser and Andrew Harper

Palo Alto – Sidley Austin LLP is pleased to announce that Idan
Netser and Andrew Harper have joined the firm as transactional
partners in the Palo Alto office. Netser will be a member of
the Emerging Companies and Venture Capital, and Tax practices
while Harper will be a member of the Emerging Companies and
Venture Capital practice. Both Netser and Harper join Sidley
from Fenwick & West LLP.

Netser advises both emerging and large international companies
on a range of transactional work, including cross- border
transactions, funding and investments, joint ventures, mergers
and  acquisitions,  international  tax,  tax  planning,  tax
controversy, and transfer pricing. He also counsels emerging
companies  on  technology  investments  and  mergers  and
acquisitions. Netser is the relationship partner for a wide
range of technology companies, leveraging his extensive global
network and experience with entrepreneurs who have emerged
from Israel’s thriving technology sector.

Harper provides strategic counseling to emerging and high-
growth companies at every stage across a variety of sectors.
He  has  extensive  experience  in  a  broad  array  of  complex
business  and  financing  issues,  including  equity  and  debt
financings, mergers and acquisitions, and corporate governance
matters. He also regularly represents leading venture capital
funds and corporate venture capitalists on their investments
and dispositions. Harper previously worked as general counsel
of a venture-backed technology startup in the Bay Area.
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The additions of Netser and Harper follows the firm’s recent
additions in Northern California of partners Frank Rahmani to
the corporate practice and Rachel Kleinberg to the global Tax
group.

With 2,000 lawyers in 20 offices around the globe, Sidley is a
premier  legal  adviser  for  clients  across  the  spectrum  of
industries. Follow Sidley on Twitter @SidleyLaw.


